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ABSTRAK
Development of Accounting Information Systems (it present has an important role
towards the progress of the business world.  Not only big companies need information
system, small and medium enterprises also require accounting information system.
The main use of cash register system is to make calculation process and producing
reports easier. Hua Qin (' Minimarket have been using the application of a
computer in the process of calculation but the cash register system still have
weaknesses, such as could not produce inventory reports, sales reports and evidence
of payment. The author improves the system by making a new cash register system.
Design of this system begins with designing a system by using data flow diagram
and flowchart. The programming language used to create this cash register system
is Visual Basic 6.0. Database programming used Microsoft Access 2007 and Crystal
Report is used to create reports. Design of cash register system used inventory
data and sales transaction data to produce information such as inventory report
and sales report consisting of daily sales report, monthly sales report and annual
sales report to be given to the General Manager and evidence of payment to be
given to the customers. Improvement of this cash register system has not been
implemented because of the time limitations of the author in the research. Hopefully,
design of this cash register system can minimize the weaknesses in the present
cash register system, such as that can produce the required reports precisely and
accurately, can improve the performance of Hua Qin Minimarket to be better and
can assist management in decision making.
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INTRODUCTION
The development of small and medium
enterprise at this time is more rapid. Data,
transaction report and financial statements
are needed by each business for decision
making by management. Financial reports
can also be used by investors and
management to see the company"s
performance. Therefore, an accounting
information system is needed. According
to Bodnar and Hopwood (2004:1),
accounting information system is a
collection of resources, such as labors and
equipment, designed to alter financial data
and other data into information that is
communicated to the various decision
making. In this case the role of accounting
information systems is important to
produce information quickly, precisely
and accurately.
Business world really needs a
computerized system, mainly at a company
that has high transaction routines and have
a lot of data to be processed. A lot of data
and information is not sufficient if
processed manually. Processing a lot of
data requires a tool that has the highest
calculation speed and high data delivery.
Thus, a company needs information
technology to produce results more quickly,
precisely and accurately with the use of
hardware and software. The development
of information technology is in line with
the development of civilization, which
includes the development of information
technology infrastructure, such as
hardware, software, data storage
technology and communication technology
(Laudon, 2006:174). Information
technology is developing rapidly now,
providing support for the development of
computerized systems of an enterprise.
With the use of this technology in
transaction and data collection systems,
data can be processed more quickly with
minimal error rate, saving labor, time, and
cost.
Implementation of computer
applications in a business is very useful to
easily and expertly process information
that can produce an integrated information
system. The fact is, there are still some
small and medium enterprises (SMEs) that
are still doing transaction processing,
financial records and preparing reports
and transaction reports and also company's
financial statements manually.
Some of the small and medium
enterprises have implemented computer
applications in transaction activity to
facilitate the calculation process and
generate financial reports required by
management. But in the application of
computer applications, sometimes there
are still some a weakness so it can cause
fraud by the user that will cause
disadvantage for the company.
Hua Qin (" ÿ) Minimarket is a retail
company that provide a variety of daily
needs. Hua Qin Minimarket is one of the
small and medium enterprises in China
that already uses computer applications
in the activities of the sales transaction,
but the computer applications have some
weakness in producing reports.
The problem in the computer
application of cash register system at I  lua
Qin Minimarket is it could not produce
inventory reports, sales report and
evidence of payment. Therefore, it needs
an improvement by designing a cash
register system which is in accordance with
the needs of the company so the company,s
operations will be better. Hopefully,
improvement of the system can help
transaction calculation to produce
inventory reports, sales report to be given
to the general manager and evidence of
payment to be given to the customers so
that it can improve the performance of
company.
Accounting Information System
According to Bodnar and Hopwood
(2004:1), accounting information system
is a collection of resources, such as labor
and equipment, designed to transform
financial data and other data into
information that is communicated to
various decision makers. Accounting
information system has to perform the
following tasks:
1
.
 Collect transactions and other data
and put it into the system
2
.
 Process transaction data
3.
 Saving data for future purposes
4. Produce information required to
produce reports, or the user to see their
own data stored on computer.
5. Control the entire process so that the
result the information is accurate and
reliable. (Romney & Steinbart, 2000).
Input to an accounting information
system is the economic transaction or
event, such as sales of goods in cash, sale
of goods on credit, and payment of cost. It
is further processed with the record in a
journal, posted into general ledger and
summarized into report form. The output
of the accounting information system is
the financial statement.
Accounting information system
includes activities related to the cycle of
processing of accounting, which consisted
of 5 cycles (Bodnar & Hopwood, 2001),
such as income cycle, expenditure cycle,
production cycle, finance and financial
reporting cycle. Revenue cycle is a cycle
oriented transactions that change the
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